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Abstract Multifrequency scintillation observations show that strong amplitude scintillations on very
high frequency (VHF) signals are accompanied by weak L‐band scintillations near the dip equator and
strong L‐band scintillations in equatorial ionization anomaly (EIA) region. For several decades this has been
attributed to higher ambient plasma density in the EIA region. Recent work suggests that occurrence of
stronger L‐band scintillations in the EIA region requires that the intermediate‐scale (~100 m to few km)
ionospheric irregularity spectrum in this region be significantly shallower than that in the equatorial region.
However, this has not been established so far. Signal frequency dependence of amplitude scintillations is
characterized by the frequency exponent that determines the dependence on signal frequency of the S4
index: the standard deviation of normalized intensity fluctuations. In this paper, theoretical calculations of
the frequency exponent for VHF and L‐band signals are carried out using different irregularity spectra and
compared with observations in order to characterize power‐law irregularity spectra in different latitude
zones. Intermediate‐scale irregularities in the equatorial and low‐latitude region, which are aligned with the
geomagnetic field, are described by a two‐dimensional model. Model simulations show that the frequency
exponent derived from S4 indices for VHF and L‐band signals is determined only by the characteristics of
the irregularity spectrum and hence can be utilized to identify the nature of the power‐law irregularity
spectrum. Frequency exponents computed using VHF and L‐band observations near the dip equator and
EIA regions show distinct patterns, which clearly indicate steep and shallow irregularity spectra,
respectively, in these regions.

1. Introduction

Strong scintillations are often encountered on L‐band signals received in the equatorial ionization anomaly
(EIA) region during nighttime, due to scattering by ionospheric irregularities produced by the growth of the
Rayleigh‐Taylor (R‐T) instability in the postsunset equatorial ionosphere. This makes the EIA region the
most vulnerable to degradation of the performance of satellite‐based communication and navigation systems
such as the Global Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSS), particularly during solar cycle maximum conditions
(Basu et al., 1988; Dasgupta et al., 2004; de Paula et al., 2010; Kintner et al., 2001; Moraes et al., 2011). After
initiation of the R‐T instability on the bottom side of the postsunset equatorial F layer, a density‐depleted
region referred to as the equatorial plasma bubble (EPB) rises to the linearly stable topside of the equatorial
F layer and develops structure. As this is an interchange instability involving the interchange of entire flux
tubes, irregularities formed at different altitudes over the dip equator are mapped to off‐equatorial iono-
sphere along geomagnetic field lines (Huba & Joyce, 2010; Retterer, 2010a; Yokoyama, 2017; Yokoyama
et al., 2014). For a radio signal propagating through a thick layer of ionospheric irregularities to a ground
receiver, maximum contribution to scintillations comes from the irregularities in the ionospheric F peak
region, where the ambient density is maximum. Therefore, the strength of amplitude scintillations recorded
at different latitudes depends on the characteristics of the irregularities of appropriate scale lengths, encoun-
tered at the ionospheric penetration points (IPPs) of the signal paths in the vicinity of the corresponding F

layer peaks. Irregularities with scale sizes close to the Fresnel scale (=
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2λH

p
, where λ is the signal wave-

length and H is the average distance of the irregularity layer from the receiver along the signal path) contri-
bute the most to amplitude scintillations. The S4 index, which is the standard deviation of normalized
intensity fluctuations, is used as a measure of the strength of amplitude scintillations.

It is well known that while L‐band scintillations are strongest near the peak of the EIA region, they are much
weaker near the dip equator (Bhattacharyya et al., 2003; de Oliveira Moraes et al., 2018; Groves et al., 1997;
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Muella et al., 2009; Mullen et al., 1985; Nishioka et al., 2011; Sripathi et al., 2008; Whalen, 2009). In the past
this has been attributed entirely to the higher ambient plasma density in the EIA region (Whalen, 2009).
However, using very high frequency (VHF) and L‐band scintillation observations by a network of stations,
and modeling the scintillations, Bhattacharyya et al. (2017) concluded that irregularities encountered by
the signals near F peak in the EIA regionmust have a significantly shallower spectrum than the irregularities
present near equatorial F peak. They also showed that enhanced ambient plasma density would not be able
to produce strong L‐band scintillations if the irregularity power‐law spectrum had a steep slope. Considering
H to be 350 km, Fresnel scales for 251‐MHz and 1.575‐GHz signals are 914 and 365 m, respectively.
Therefore, only the spectrum of intermediate scale length (~100m to few km) irregularities is of interest here.
At present, 3‐D simulations of development of EPBs either do not have the spatial resolution to yield the irre-
gularity spectrum in intermediate‐scale range or are not coupled to realistically evolving background iono-
sphere (Huba & Joyce, 2010; Keskinan et al., 2003; Retterer, 2010a, Yokoyama et al., 2014, Yokoyama,
2017). Power spectral analysis of scintillation data is useful for directly estimating the spectral characteristics
of irregularities only under weak scintillation conditions (Yeh & Liu, 1982). Hence, it is necessary to calculate
some parameter from scintillation data, which would provide a definitive picture of the irregularity spectrum
at the dip equator and in EIA region, under all scattering conditions. In this paper, on the basis of theoretical
calculations, the frequency exponent described in the next section is identified as such a parameter. This
parameter is then estimated from amplitude scintillations on signals of frequencies 251 MHz and
1.575 GHz, recorded near the dip equator and in the EIA region, for comparison with the theoretical results.
Frequency exponents computed from observations of amplitude scintillations on signals of frequencies
251 MHz and 1.575 GHz, in the dip equatorial and EIA regions, show unequivocally the distinct nature of
the irregularity spectra for the two locations.

2. Theoretical Results for the Frequency Exponent

A two‐dimensional model is frequently used to describe intermediate scale length irregularities in the equa-
torial ionosphere, as they are aligned with the geomagnetic field. S4 index for weak scintillations on a signal
of frequency f, produced by isotropic three‐dimensional irregularities characterized by a single‐component
power‐law spectrum with slope −p, with an outer scale much greater than the Fresnel scale, has a signal fre-
quency dependence of the form S4 ∝ f−n, where n = (p+2)/4 (Yeh & Liu, 1982). The corresponding rela-
tionship for isotropic two‐dimensional irregularities is derived here under the phase screen approximation.
In this approximation, the irregularity layer is substituted by a phase‐changing screen. The incident radio
wave of wavelength λ, propagating in the z direction, is assumed to have the form A0 exp [i (k z − ω t)]
where k = 2π/λ and A0 is its amplitude before it enters the irregularity layer. For the 2‐D irregularities con-
sidered in the paper, the phase perturbation ϕ imposed by the screen located at z = 0 is a function of only the
coordinate x, transverse to the geomagnetic field, which is assumed to be in the y direction:

ϕ xð Þ ¼ − λ reΔNT xð Þ;ΔNT xð Þ ¼ ∫ΔN x; zð Þdz: (1)

Here, ΔN is the fluctuation in electron density, and re is the classical electron radius. Autocorrelation func-
tion for ϕ(x) is given by

Bϕ xð Þ ¼ λ reð Þ2 2πL∫∞−∞ΦΔN kx; 0ð Þei kx x dkx ; (2)

with L as the thickness of the irregularity layer and ΦΔN(kx, kz) as the irregularity spectrum. Following Yeh
and Liu (1982), the complex amplitude of the signal at the ground receiver located at (x,y,z) is given by

u x; y; zð Þ ¼ ikA0

2πz
∫
∞

−∞
e−i ϕ x′ð Þ þ k

2 z x−x′ð Þ2
� �

dx′ ∫
∞

−∞
e−i

k
2 z y−y′ð Þ2dy′: (3)

u does not depend on y, so y shall be dropped in the future. Writing u(x,z) as follows:

u x; zð Þ ¼ A0 exp χ x; zð Þ−i S1 x; zð Þ½ �; (4)
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and under the assumption of weak scintillations produced by a shallow screen so that quadratic and higher
order terms in χ and ϕmay be neglected in the expansion of exponentials in equations (3) and (4), it is seen
that log‐amplitude χ has the form

χ x; zð Þ ¼ 1
2

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
k
π z

r
∫
∞

−∞
ϕ x′
� �

sin
k
2z

x−x′
� �2� �

− cos
k
2z

x−x′
� �2� �	 


dx′: (5)

Autocorrelation function for χ is now given by

Bχ xð Þ ¼ 2πLλ2r2e ∫
∞

−∞
ΦΔN kx; 0ð Þsin2 z

2k
k2x

� �
ei kxx dkx : (6)

For weak scintillations,

S24 ¼ 4χ2 ¼ 8 πLλ2 r2e ∫
∞

−∞
ΦΔN kx ; 0ð Þ sin2 z

2k
k2x

� �
dkx: (7)

The sine‐squared term in the integral is the Fresnel filter function, which ensures that the contribution to

weak amplitude scintillations from irregularities much larger than the Fresnel scale ¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2λz

p� �
is negligible.

Thus, if the two‐dimensional irregularity spectrum is of the single‐component power‐law form with outer
scale much greater than the Fresnel scale, ΦΔN kx; 0ð Þ∝k−mx in the integrand in equation (7). Then, it follows
from equation (7) that the signal frequency dependence of S4 is of the form S4 ∝ f−n with n = (m+3)/4.

For a two‐component power‐law spectrum, there is no analytical result for the frequency exponent n, even
under the assumption of weak scintillations on both the signals. When scintillation on both frequencies is
weak, S4 indices for two signals with frequencies f1 = 1541.5 MHz and f2 = 3945.5 MHz have been numeri-
cally estimated for a two‐component power‐law spectrum of the form (Franke et al., 1984)

ΦΔN qð Þ ¼ CΔN q20 þ q2
� �−m1=2 q2b þ q2

� � m1−m2=2ð Þ
: (8)

Here, q0 = 2π/R0, and qb = 2π/Rb, with R0 and Rb being the outer and break scale lengths, respectively,
and the dependence of the constant CΔN on q0 and qb is determined by the values of m1 and m2.
Dependence of n on the break scale length Rb studied by these authors using their numerical results
shows that when Rb is much greater than the Fresnel scale at both frequencies, n tends to (m2+3)/4
and when Rb is much smaller than the Fresnel scale at both frequencies, n tends to (m1+3)/4. The fre-
quency exponent n is calculated using S4 indices for two different signal frequencies. On the lower fre-
quency signal, a major part of the observed scintillations may not fall in the weak category, and
therefore, n may deviate from the “weak scintillation” value. For scintillations that are not weak, it is
necessary to use strong scatter theory to compute n. In the past, variation of n estimated from S4 indices
for L‐band and C‐band signals recorded at Ascension Island, near the crest of the EIA region, was
explained using a phase screen model for the irregularities (Franke & Liu, 1983, 1985). Theoretical
results reported in these papers were obtained by computation of the wavefield on the ground, after
the signal propagated through a one‐dimensional phase screen characterized by phase variations pro-
duced by the irregularities. In the present paper, a 2‐D model of the irregularities is used to estimate
n from the S4 indices for 251‐MHz and 1.575‐GHz signals computed under all scattering conditions,
by solving the equation satisfied by the fourth moment of the complex amplitude of the wave
(Bhattacharyya et al., 2017).

For the calculation of the S4 index under all scattering conditions, instead of a phase screen, finite thick-
ness of the irregularity layer is taken into consideration. Once it enters the irregularity layer, the wave
acquires a complex amplitude on account of the phase variations imposed by the irregularities,
which depend on the transverse coordinate x. As the wave traverses through the irregularity layer,
amplitude scintillations also build up, and the complex amplitude is a function of x and z. The
fourth moment of the complex amplitude u (x,z) of the wave is defined as follows:
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Γ4 x1; x2; x3; x4; zð Þ ¼ u x1; zð Þu x2; zð Þu* x3; zð Þu* x4; zð Þ; (9)

where x axis is taken to be in the magnetic east‐west direction. The equation satisfied by Γ4 in the course of
the signal propagating through a thick irregularity layer followed by free space to the ground receiver (Yeh &
Liu, 1982) is solved using the split‐step method (Bhattacharyya & Yeh, 1988). The irregularities are charac-
terized by either a single‐component power‐law spectrum with slope −m as given in equation (4) of
Bhattacharyya et al. (2017) or a two‐component power‐law spectrum of the form given in equation (8).
For the particular case of m1 = 2 and m2 = 4, which is considered in this paper, the constant CΔN ¼ σ2

ΔN
q2b−q

2
0

� �
=2π ln qb=q0ð Þ. Here, σΔN is the standard deviation of electron density fluctuations. It can be seen

from equation (9) that the S4 index is a special case of Γ4 (Bhattacharyya et al., 2017). In the calculation of
S4, ambient plasma densityN is assumed to be constant throughout the irregularity layer, which is effectively
a region around the F layer peak, where N is a maximum. In Figure 1, results are shown for a single‐
component power‐law irregularity spectrumwith slope−2. In Figure 1a, computed S4 indices for the two sig-
nal frequencies are shown as a function of the normalized density fluctuation strength σΔN/N, although S4
depends on only σΔN. N is represented by the ambient plasma frequency fP = (Ne2/πme)

1/2, where e and
me are the charge and mass of an electron. The reason ambient plasma density has been introduced in
Figure 1a, where the x axis shows the fractional density fluctuation, is because traditionally, it has been
argued that for a given percentage density fluctuation associated with the irregularities that map down from
the equatorial region to the EIA region, stronger L‐band scintillations are observed in the EIA region only
because the ambient density is higher. This is only partially correct (Bhattacharyya et al., 2017). Two differ-
ent ambient plasma frequencies are considered so that for a given percentage density fluctuation, the case
with higher N represents larger density fluctuations. For a given ambient plasma frequency, S4 index on
251 MHz increases much more rapidly with increasing irregularity strength than the S4 index on
1.575 GHz and tends to approach a value of 1. This happens at a lower value of σΔN/N for a higher back-
ground plasma density. Also, as expected, for a given σΔN/N, S4 for L‐band signal is significantly higher when
N is higher. This is the reason why the presence of strong L‐band scintillations in the EIA region, when only
weak L‐band scintillations are observed near the dip equator, has been attributed to the higher ambient
plasma density in the EIA region. However, these results are for m = 2. Bhattacharyya et al. (2017) have
shown that for a steep irregularity spectrum with m = 5, L‐band scintillations tend to be weak and an
increase in background plasma density is not as effective in increasing L‐band S4 as in the case of m = 2.

Figure 1. (a) Variation of S4 indices for simulated scintillations on 251 MHz (very high frequency [VHF]) and 1.575 GHz
(L‐band) signals, with the normalized density fluctuation strength σΔN/N. Results are shown for two ambient plasma
frequencies: fP = 10 MHz and fP = 20 MHz and a single‐component irregularity spectrum with a slope of −2 (m = 2). (b)
Frequency exponent n computed from the VHF and L‐band S4 indices shown in (a) as a function of L‐band S4. Black
dashed curve is a plot of n versus L‐band S4 when VHF S4 = 1.
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As mentioned earlier, so far, it has not been possible to unequivocally attribute the difference in L‐band scin-
tillations observed near the dip equator and in the anomaly region to the difference in the spectrum of iono-
spheric irregularities encountered in those regions. As can be seen from the above results, a higher ambient
plasma density increases the S4 indices for both signals. S4 indices on both the signals also depend on other
factors such as the outer scale length and thickness of the irregularity layer encountered by the signals. In
Figure 1b, the frequency exponent n computed from the S4 indices shown in Figure 1a:

n f 1=f 2ð Þ ¼ −
log S4 f 1ð Þ=S4 f 2ð Þ½ �

log f 1=f 2ð Þ ; (10)

with f1 = 251 MHz and f2 = 1.575 GHz is shown as a function of the L‐band S4 index, for the two ambient
plasma frequencies considered in Figure 1a. As expected, there is no difference between the curves for the
two ambient plasma densities, although S4 indices for both signals differ significantly in the two cases. In
the situation where VHF S4 approaches unity, one expects a universal curve of A log x versus x (=L‐band
S4), where the constant A = 1/log (251/1575). This universal curve is shown by the black dashed line in
Figure 1b. Even for L‐band S4 < 0.2, where VHF S4 shows very distinct variation with σΔN/N for the two
ambient plasma frequencies in Figure 1a, the variation of n with L‐band S4 is the same in the two cases.
This is so because the ratio of the two S4 indices depends only on σΔN for a given form of the irregularity spec-
trum and the L‐band S4 index is a proxy for σΔN although the relationship between the two ceases to be a
linear one for strong scintillations as can be seen from Figure 1a. As mentioned earlier, S4 indices on both
the signals also depend on other factors such as the outer scale length and thickness of the irregularity layer
encountered by the signals. Therefore, other cases were also studied where these factors were varied. In one
such case, ambient plasma frequency was kept constant in the theoretical model, while the outer scale R0

was doubled from 10 to 20 km, keeping other factors the same. Again, no difference was seen in the plots
of n versus L‐band S4, which is not shown here. Likewise, no change in n was found on doubling the thick-
ness of the irregularity layer from 50 to 100 km, also not shown here.

For the display in Figure 2, ambient plasma frequency, R0, and thickness of the irregularity layer were kept
fixed at 10 MHz, 10 km, and 50 km, respectively, but different irregularity spectra were considered. Results
are shown for single‐component power‐law spectra with slopes of −2, −4, and −5. Also, shown are the plots
of n versus L‐band S4 for two‐component power‐law spectra withm1 = 2 andm2 = 4 but different break scale
lengths. Plots are shown for Rb equal to 250 m, 500 m, 1 km, 2 km, and 4 km. It can be seen from Figure 1a
that even when L‐band S4 is 0.05, scintillations on the VHF signal are no longer weak and therefore, n

Figure 2. Frequency exponent n computed from simulated very high frequency and L‐band S4 indices as a function of L‐
band S4. Irregularity spectra used in the simulations are single component with m = 2, 4, and 5, two‐component with
m1 = 2,m2 = 4, and break scale length Rb= 250 m, 500 m, 1 km, 2 km, and 4 km. The curve for very high frequency S4 = 1
is also shown.
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deviates from the weak scintillation value. Figure 2 demonstrates that n is sensitive to the nature of the
irregularity spectrum. In fact, S4 for the VHF signal can exceed 1 when the irregularity spectrum is
sufficiently steep (m ≥ 3; Rino, 1979). This happens due to focusing of the signal by larger scale
irregularities in the absence of small‐scale structures, which are more effective in scattering the radio
waves and thus destroying the focusing effects of the large‐scale irregularities. With further increase in
strength of the irregularities, even for an irregularity spectrum with a steep slope, small‐scale irregularities
are sufficiently strong to scatter the incident radio signal and decrease the focusing effect. At this stage
VHF S4 starts to decrease from its peak value. As a result of focusing of the VHF signal, n shows a peak
for m = 4 and m = 5 and for the two‐component spectrum with a break scale of 4 km. For the two‐
component spectrum, as Rb decreases, n shifts toward the value obtained for a single‐component spectrum
with the shallower slope m1 = 2. This is expected from the variation of S4 with Rb (Carrano & Rino,
2016). These results show that n is a parameter that can be computed from observations to establish the
nature of the irregularity spectra encountered by VHF and L‐band signals recorded at different locations.

3. Frequency Exponent From Observations

VHF and L‐band scintillations recorded near the dip equator and in EIA region in the Indian sector have
been used to compute n in this paper. Amplitude scintillations on a 251‐MHz signal transmitted from a geos-
tationary satellite UFO10 located at 72.4°E have been recorded at equatorial station, Tirunelveli (TIR), and
off‐equatorial station Mumbai (MUM). Scintillations on an L1 (1.575 GHz) signal transmitted from the geos-
tationary satellite GSAT‐10 located at 83°E were recorded at MUM and at the equatorial station Trivandrum
(TRV) located close to TIR. VHF S4 calculated for every 3‐min interval of scintillations recorded at TIR and
MUM on 12 March 2015 is shown as a function of Indian Standard Time in Figures 3a and 3b. S4 for the L1
signals calculated for 1‐min intervals of scintillations recorded on the L1 signal received at TRV andMUMon
12March 2015 is plotted in Figures 3c and 3d. For computation of n, ideally, both the signals should be trans-
mitted from the same satellite and recorded at the same station. In the present case, elevation angles for the
signal paths for the VHF and L1 signals received at TIR and TRV are 78° and 77.8°, respectively, while coor-
dinates of the IPPs at an altitude of 300 km for these signals are VHF: 8.24°N, 77.5°E (geomagnetic latitude
0.23°S), and L1: 8.02°N, 77.24°E (geomagnetic latitude 0.43°S). Hence, both the VHF and L1 signals are tra-
versing nearly the same region of irregularities at about the same elevation angle. As seen from Figures 3a

Figure 3. (a–d) S4 indices estimated from scintillations on 251‐MHz and 1.575‐GHz signals recorded in dip equatorial and
equatorial ionization anomaly regions, as a function of Indian Standard Time on 12 March 2015. Coordinates of the
respective ionospheric penetration points are given in the figures.
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and 3c, although the magnitudes of S4 are very different for VHF and L‐band, similarity of the patterns of
temporal variation of S4 on VHF and L1 signals indicates that the two signals are propagating through
the same volume of irregularities. A similar situation exists for the VHF and L1 signals received at MUM.
Signal path elevation angles are 67.6° and 65° for the VHF and L1 signals, respectively, and coordinates
of the IPPs at an altitude of 300 km for these signals are VHF: 18.03°N, 72.82°E (geomagnetic latitude
9.87°N), and L1: 18.03°N, 73.44°E (geomagnetic latitude 9.81°N). In this case the two patterns differ to some
extent because during the decay phase of irregularities, L‐band scintillations die out faster than VHF scin-
tillations as the shorter scale length irregularities decay earlier due to diffusion. Comparison of Figures 3a
and 3c shows that this also happens at the equatorial location.

The S4 patterns seen in Figures 3a–3d are fairly typical of scintillations recorded at these locations during ver-
nal equinox, generally showing strong VHF scintillations near the equator with S4 > 1 sometimes, while
L‐band scintillations are always weak (S4 < 0.2). In the EIA region at about 10° geomagnetic latitude,
VHF scintillations may be fairly strong but with S4 ≤ 1, while L‐band scintillations are much stronger here
than near the dip equator. Such observations were discussed by Bhattacharyya et al. (2017) for the first time
in the context of the irregularity spectrum. As noted earlier, during the decay phase of irregularities, L‐band
scintillations die out faster than VHF scintillations due to earlier decay of shorter scale length irregularities.
Therefore, the irregularity spectrum is expected to become steeper postmidnight even in the EIA region,
which should also be reflected in the behavior of n. In Figures 3b and 3d, a small time shift is seen between
the patterns of VHF and L‐band S4. This may be attributed to the L1 IPP being located 0.62°E of the IPP for
VHF signal, considering that the irregularities generally drift eastward through the night. For the equatorial
stations, the L1 IPP is only 0.26°E of the IPP for VHF signal, and therefore, the time shift is not clearly seen.
For the computation of n, difference in longitudes of the VHF and L1 IPPs is taken into account by introdu-
cing time lags of about 6 and 12 min between the VHF and L1 S4, for the equatorial and EIA regions, respec-
tively, based on an assumed eastward drift of the irregularities of about 100 ms−1. The frequency exponent n
is computed at 3‐min intervals. Also, in order to avoid noise in the data, n is computed when VHF S4 ≥ 0.15
and L1 S4 ≥ 0.05.

4. Frequency Exponent in Equatorial and EIA Regions

Frequency exponents computed from VHF and L1 S4 in the equatorial region (average geomagnetic lati-
tude = 0.33°S) and EIA region (average geomagnetic latitude = 9.84°N) for 11 days in March 2015 are plotted
as a function of the respective L1 S4 in Figure 4. Theoretical curves of n as a function of L1 S4, shown in
Figure 2, are also included in Figure 4. In addition to these, plots of n versus L‐band S4 for three fixed values
of VHF S4 (VHF S4 = 0.7, 0.8, and 0.9) are also displayed in Figure 4. Here, the new result is the clear distinc-
tion between frequency exponents obtained from observations in the equatorial and EIA regions. In the
equatorial region, high elevation angle signal paths basically encounter irregularities near the dip equator,
which is the case here. It is found that the L‐band S4 generally does not exceed 0.2 and n tends to follow
the steep irregularity spectrum curves. Most of the values of n obtained from equatorial observations indicate
a single‐component irregularity spectrum of slope between −4 and −5, resulting in some VHF S4 > 1. In the
EIA region, irregularity spectrum tends to be shallow (m ≤ 2) before midnight. During this period, there are
many points for the EIA region in Figure 4, which correspond to strong VHF scintillations with S4 values
between 0.7 and 0.9, produced by irregularities that also give rise to significant L‐band scintillations with
S4 values between 0.2 and 0.9, but the VHF S4 does not exceed 1. As noted in section 3, during postmidnight
decay phase of irregularities, in the EIA region, also, strong VHF scintillations are accompanied by weak
L‐band scintillations. Steepening of the irregularity spectrum during this phase is seen in the behavior of n
for L‐band S4 < 0.1 in the EIA region.

Figure 2 shows that for m = 2, the curve for n merges with the universal curve for VHF S4 = 1 for L‐band
S4 > 0.2. On the other hand, the frequency exponent curve form = 5 shown in Figure 2 appears to asymp-
totically approach a universal curve associated with VHF S4 > 1, when σΔN/N = 90%. It is expected that for a
spectrum with m < 2, the frequency exponent curve would lie below the curve for m = 2, because in this
case, L‐band S4 is expected to be closer to VHF S4 yielding lower values of n. According to Figure 4, many of
the n values in the EIA region tend to lie between the universal curves for VHF S4 = 0.7 and 0.9, for L‐band S4
above 0.2, indicating irregularity spectra with m < 2. However, it is not possible to determine whether the
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irregularities should be described by a single‐component or a two‐component spectrum and the
corresponding break scale in the latter case. More accurate modeling of the observations would require a
3‐D model of anisotropic irregularities with noninteger spectral indices for the irregularity spectrum,
which would be undertaken in the future.

In Figure 4, there are a number of points below the curve for VHF S4 = 0.7, which need an explanation. It has
been mentioned in the previous section that there is a small time shift between the patterns of VHF and L‐
band S4 at station Mumbai in the EIA region. This has been attributed to the L1 IPP being located 0.62°E of
the IPP for VHF signal and the irregularities drifting eastward. For the equatorial stations, the L1 IPP is only
0.26°E of the IPP for VHF signal, and therefore, the time shift is not clearly seen. In the computation of n,
difference in longitudes of the VHF and L1 IPPs has been taken into account by introducing time lags of
about 6 and 12 min between the VHF and L1 S4, for the equatorial and EIA regions, respectively, based
on an assumed eastward drift of the irregularities of about 100 ms−1. The scattered red markers below the
VHF S4 = 0.7 curve in Figure 4 arise due to the fact that irregularities do not always drift eastward with a
speed of 100 ms−1, so that the VHF and L‐band radio signals recorded at Mumbai with a delay of 12 min
between the two do not always propagate through the same volume of irregularities. For instance, in
Figure 4 for L‐band S4 = 0.1, values of n below the VHF S4 = 0.7 curve vary between about 0.4 and 1. The
corresponding VHF S4 values vary between 0.21 and 0.63. This is due to the mismatch between irregularities
considered to be in the paths of the VHF and L‐band signals.

5. Discussion and Conclusions

Forecasting of low‐latitude scintillations (Carter et al., 2014), which often have detrimental effects on the
performance of satellite‐based navigation systems, requires knowledge of the development of
intermediate‐scale irregularities and their characteristics in different regions of the ionosphere.
Keskinen et al. (2003) reported that ionospheric structures with extremely sharp density gradients are
seen in the EIA region but not in the equatorial region in their simulation of the nonlinear development
of 3‐D EPBs. However, the irregularity spectrum and its relationship with scintillations were not inves-
tigated in this work. In the 3‐D simulations of the development of EPBs carried out by Retterer (2010a,
2010b), spatial resolution (10 km) is inadequate for simulating the generation of irregularities that pro-
duce scintillations on VHF and L‐band radio signals. However, an important result that emerged from
this work was that in premidnight hours, power spectrum of spatial variations in the magnetic east‐

Figure 4. Frequency exponent n computed from very high frequency and L‐band S4 indices derived from scintillations on
251‐MHz and 1.575‐GHz signals recorded in the equatorial (blue markers) and equatorial ionization anomaly (red mar-
kers) regions, as a function of L‐band S4, for 11 days in March 2015. These are superposed on the theoretical curves of
Figure 2. Curves of n for VHF S4 = 0.7, 0.8, and 0.9, as a function of L‐band S4 are also shown for comparison with n
derived from observations.
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west direction of the vertical total electron content down to a scale size of 20 km is significantly shal-
lower in the EIA region as compared to the equatorial region. On the basis of VHF and L‐band ampli-
tude scintillation observations, it was suggested by Bhattacharyya et al. (2014, 2017) that in the course of
nonlinear evolution of EPBs, the low‐density topside of the equatorial F region developed more structure
than the equatorial F region peak. The topside irregularities were mapped along the geomagnetic field
lines to the F layer peak in the EIA region resulting in a shallower intermediate‐scale irregularity spec-
trum there compared to the equatorial F peak region. This combined with the higher background
plasma density in the EIA region gave rise to the much stronger L‐band amplitude scintillations
recorded there than in the equatorial region. However, the nature of the irregularity spectrum was
not established because the irregularity spectrum and the ambient plasma density both contribute to
the observed scintillations. In recent years, a high‐resolution bubble model has been developed
(Yokoyama, 2017; Yokoyama et al., 2014), where a zonal resolution of 333.6 m has been achieved.
This model also shows that as an EPB grows nonlinearly in the topside of the equatorial F region, it
becomes more structured than the equatorial F peak region. Spectra of the intermediate‐scale irregula-
rities associated with EPBs have also been studied using the simulation results of high‐resolution bubble
in a recent paper (Rino et al., 2018). In this paper, stochastic structure in evolving EPBs was obtained
from the model simulations, in three‐slice planes perpendicular to the geomagnetic field: one at the
dip equator and two others offset at different geomagnetic latitudes. An important result from this paper
is that it demonstrates that the structures from the topside of the equatorial F region above 500 km are
indeed mapped along geomagnetic field lines to the F region peak (around 350 km) in the offset two‐
slice plane. Their results also show that the developed structures are characterized by a two‐component
power‐law spectrum.

In situmeasurements of ion density in a structured equatorial ionosphere were carried out by instruments on
board the ROCSAT 1 satellite, which had a circular orbit at an altitude of 600 km, with an inclination of 35°
(Su et al., 2001). These authors found that for irregularities of scale sizes in the range 200–700 mwithin EPBs
encountered in the equatorial region at about 20 LT, the spectral index indicated a shallow slope between
−0.5 and −2. This would correspond to 1.5 < m < 3 for a 2‐D irregularity spectrum considered in this
paper. Spectral slopes of irregularities with scale sizes in the range 100 m to 10 km have also been estimated
from in situ high‐resolution measurements of ion density made by the low‐inclination C/NOFS satellite in
October 2008 (Rodrigues et al., 2009). The slopes were found to be≈−5/3 around local midnight at the rather
low altitude of ~450 km in the equatorial region, where irregularities are not expected to be in an inertial
regime. This was attributed by the authors to the unusually low neutral densities during the extended solar
minimum conditions that prevailed at the time, which resulted in much lower than usual ion‐neutral colli-
sion frequencies at this altitude. Thus, these measurements also indicate that intermediate‐scale irregulari-
ties associated with EPBs in the topside equatorial ionosphere, where ion inertia becomes important, have a
shallow spectrum. In both of these works, a transition to a steeper spectrum is found at a break scale length of
around 100 m. Analysis of 4 years of high‐resolution C/NOFS satellite data (Rino et al., 2016) has revealed
that for intermediate‐scale irregularities, two‐component spectra are found in the early development phase,
whereas in the decay phase these irregularities tend to have a single‐component spectrum. For the two com-
ponent spectra studied in this paper, the shallow slopes tended to vary in the range −0.5 to −1.5, which
would imply 1.5 < m < 2.5 for the 2‐D irregularity spectrum investigated in this paper. The break scale
showed a tendency to be shorter at higher altitudes and could be as short as a few hundred meters.
However, there is no information in this paper about the geomagnetic latitudes of the locations where mea-
surements were made or the apex altitude over the dip equator to which these measurements could
be mapped.

The present paper gives the first results based on nighttime amplitude scintillation observations and model-
ing that show the distinct nature of intermediate‐scale irregularity spectra in the equatorial and EIA regions.
Irregularities present near the peak of the postsunset equatorial ionospheric F region may give rise to very
strong VHF scintillations, with S4 > 1 sometimes, but only weak L‐band scintillations. This is explained
by a power‐law irregularity spectrum, which is steep (m ≥ 4) . On the other hand, irregularities encountered
by VHF and L‐band signals near the F peak in EIA region may give rise to strong VHF scintillations but with
S4 always <1 accompanied by much stronger L‐band scintillations than that found in the equatorial region.
The frequency exponent computed from VHF and L‐band scintillations recorded in these two regions
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unequivocally shows that, before midnight, the intermediate‐scale irregularity spectrum in the EIA region is
much shallower (m ≤ 2) than that in the equatorial region. An irregularity spectrumwith a slope as steep as
the equatorial one would not produce the strong L‐band scintillations observed in the EIA region even with a
much higher ambient plasma density.
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